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About TruStar Energy

q TruStar Energy, a privately held company, founded in 2009, is a full-service-provider of Compressed Natural Gas 
(CNG) and Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) Fuel Services and a market leader in:     

ü Turnkey CNG station Design, Equipment and Construction 
ü CNG Equipment Manufacturing
ü Full Service Maintenance and Operations with 80 million annual gallons under contract
ü Station Parts and Consumables
ü Full Service CNG/RNG supply Offerings with 100% station Service and Warranty for 10 years
ü Environmental Credit Monetization Services

q TruStar Energy owns/operates 15 CNG stations and has completed well over 250 CNG station projects becoming the 
largest private CNG infrastructure developer in the US

q TruStar Energy is a Fortistar Company, founded in 1993, is a diversified independent energy company Fortistar 
operates 43 Landfill Gas-to-Energy plants in the US, 3 Power plants and 6 Biomass to Energy facilities.

q Locations in Rancho Cucamonga, CA , Rochester, MN, White Plains, NY
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Why CNG/RNG fuel for your vehicles?

q Price Stability: Most stable transportation fuel currently available with ability to lock in prices for much longer than diesel

q Low Cost: CNG is considerably less costly than diesel and all other alternatives

q Domestically Sourced: Domestic production insulates against price spikes and availability, unlike diesel

q Simplicity: Clean-burning fuel doesn’t require complex and costly after-treatment like diesel

q Safety: Lighter than air with a much higher flash point than diesel or gasoline

q Clean: Smallest carbon footprint of any current combustible fuel (one carbon atom) and where available using RNG has a 
smaller carbon footprint than electric vehicles

q Quiet: CNG engines are dramatically quieter than diesel or gasoline

q Proven: 170,000 CNG vehicles in the US and 16M vehicles worldwide

q Truck Maintenance: Most applications show lower maintenance costs than diesel equivalents due to cleaner burning fuel which 
eliminates diesel particulate filters and diesel exhaust fluid
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CNG: Naturally Low Carbon Fuel

q CNG is NOT a complex hydrocarbon like gasoline or diesel

q Carbon is the major pollutant affecting our air quality 
ü Natural gas has 1 carbon atom
ü Gasoline has 8 carbon atoms
ü Diesel has 16 carbon atoms

CNG GASOLINE DIESEL FUEL
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RNG (Renewable Natural Gas)

q RNG is pipeline-quality natural gas produced from the 
decomposition of organic wastes, which can come from a 
variety of sources such as landfill waste, waste treatment 
plants and dairy farms

q Most sustainable commercially-available transportation 
fuel

q Using RNG to fuel your vehicle provides additional and 
significant Greenhouse gas reductions over traditional 
CNG and diesel

q Can provide even greater savings over Diesel than CNG 
alone

q TruStar can provide Biogas collection and measuring 
services at landfills, waste treatment plants, dairy farms 
and on other Biogas supplies

q TruStar can provide Biogas registrations, pathways & 
certifications to create Renewable Identification Number 
(RINS) and Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) credits

q Once credits are created, TruStar will market and 
monetize your credits optimizing the value of your 
project
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Fast Fill or Time Fill?

q Cost is typically 30% higher than comparable time 
fill station

q Trucks fill at a average rate of 6-12 GGE per minute 
or faster (with storage)

q Compressors start and stop constantly

q Higher maintenance costs

q Higher utility costs, due to peak starting and 
stopping operation

q Takes larger property footprint than fast fill

q Vehicles fill overnight unattended

q Most inexpensive entry to CNG station ownership

q Compressors run continuously while filling

q Lowest maintenance costs

q Off-peak electric rates

q Labor Savings – No fueling line cue

Fast-Fill Stations Time Fill Stations
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Construction Process

Typical Project Timing
q Design & Engineering: 8-10 weeks

q Submittals and Permits: 8-10 weeks

q Construction and Commissioning: 8-10 weeks

q Total Project Timeline: 24-30 weeks

Considerations
q Utility Service Installation for Gas and Electric: 30-40 week lead-

time

q Station construction is for an existing property that is not for 
Public Access

q Compression and Storage equipment is ordered when Design and 
Engineering starts at the beginning of the project (16-20 week lead 
times)
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TruStar Energy Fleet 
Development Program

q Private, convenient, and affordable solution for customers

q TruStar Energy pays for and maintains the station on your 
property, you pay for fuel

q No capital expenditure

q No “Take or Pay” commitments

q TruStar Energy takes all operational risks

q Treat CNG as an operating expense and preserve capital

q No waiting in line or retail cost of public stations

q Include RNG supply

q FMV buyout option after initial 10 year  base term
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Construction
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Construction
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Time Fill/Fast Fill CNG Fueling Station   
Compression Equipment



Fast Fill Station Design 
Exhibit
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Fast Fill CNG Fueling Station




